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SlJ1...1MARY. Analysing an elastic-plastic stability problem, the complex loading process 
acted on the body has an essentiallnfluence on the values of critical loads. For clearing up this 
effect, in the present paper the general elasto- plastic process theory, theory of process with 
average curvature and the simple loading process theory are apPlied into the consideration 
of the mentioned problem. A numerical comparison is given. 
§1. RELATIONS DEFINING THE VALUES OF CRITICAL LOADS 
In [2] a new approach to the stability problem of plates subjected to arbitrary complex loading 
was given. Now consider the more general case, when there exists a pre-buckling plane stress state 
in the plate as follows. 
all= -p, a22 = -q, a12 = -T, 0"33 = 0"23 = a13 = 0 
Uu = (pz- pq + qz + 3r')l/2 
Respectively, the arc - length of the deformation trajectory is evaluated from 
ds 2 (. 2 ·2 . . .z)l/2 F( ) dt = -J3 cu +c22+cuc1z+c12 = s,p,q,r 
where itj are defined through p, q, r according to the elasto - plastic process theory. 
( 1.1) 
The post- buckling deformation processes may be arbitrary complicated, so that the possible 
stress - strain increments are defined by the same theory 
( 1.2) 
where 
A=_ Uuf = Uu [ 1 + (3Gs _ 1) (1-cosB)l = 
sme 8 I'Ju 2 
1( Uu) 1( U") 
= 2 3G+--:;-- - 2 3G---:;-- cosB, 
P= _j_ = ¢'(s) _ (3G-¢')(1~cosB) = 
cos e 2 cos e 
( 1.3) 
= ! (3G + ¢') - 3G - ¢/ 




In the same approach tO the problem [2] the kinematic boundary conditions with. edges simply 
supported are satisfied in the sense of Saint- Venant by chosen 
( 
m1rx 1 n1rx2) 5W = Ccos -
0





2 ) y'3 P-;y + 2r--;J; + qb'i 
cosO= 2 _ (m2 n2) 
_ (p2- pq + q2 + 3r2)1/2 _ + _ 
a2 b2 
the quantities A and Pare not depending on z, x1, Xz, the stability equation reduc~s into the 
following 
where 
a 2 = -3 (1- !:'.) pr A a~ 
0<3=2-3(1-!:'.).C-~(1-~)pq' 
A a; 2 A a~ 
(1.5) 
Since there exists non- trivial solution 5W f. 0, i.e. C f. 0, from the equations (1.4), (1.5) it 
follows a relation for defining critical loads 
( 
m4 m3n mznz mn3 . n4) 
.z _ 
9
,bz 1f2 A o:1 7 + az~ + o:3~ + o:4 ---;;t;3 + o:s b4 
t = h2··= m 2 mn n 2 (1.6) 
P-;y + 2r--;J; + q!;i 
For determining a combination of critical loads _p, q, T we apply the loading parameter method 
[1], suppose that the complex loading pro-cess is given 1 i.e. p::;::::: p(t), q = q{t), r = r(-t) are known 
as functions _Of a loading parameter t. Therefore, a solutions= s(t} of th-e equation (1.1) with the 
initial condition t = 0, s ;:::: so can be foUnd by Euler method or Runge - Kutta method. Using 
obtained result·-and ·solving t-he equation {1.6} _gives a critical value of loading parameter t*. Thus 
the critical loads are of the f-orm 
q. = q(t.), p. = p(t.), r. = r(t.). 
Remarks 
- If the elasto-plastic. deformation process at the buckling moment is arbitrary complicated, 
the values A, Pare taken in the form (1.3). 
- If this process is less complicated, i.e. 
and ,P'(s). 
process with average curvature, replace A, P by cru 
s 
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-If this p~oCess is simple, replace A1 P by Ec(s) and Et(sL where Ec- secant modulus, Et 
- tangential modulus of stress versus strain characteristic, moreover q = f3 1 p, T = ,82 p, au = Jp, 
I=(!- fh + f3t + 3f3i) 112 • 
For illustration consider a square plate (a= b) subjected to biaxial compressions and shear 
force, the minimal values of critical loads are obtained from (1.6) by putting m = n = 1. . 
§2. PLATE SUBJECTED TO BIAXIAL COMPRESSIONS 
In this case a-11 = -p, u22 ~ -q, u 12 = -r = 0. Analysis of the problem was given in [1, 3]. 
For clearing up the influence of the complex loading process, we observe the case when it happens 
outside the yield stress surface. Critical loads are determined from the relation (1.6) according to 
a) the elasto- plastic process theory 
;2 "'9a2 = "2 [(sc + "")- -13(3c- "") P + q] x 
h2 2(p + q) s 4 . s "" 
(3G + ¢')- _i_(3G- ¢') ~ 
X [ 4- H 1 - -13 p + q ) (p + q)2l 
(3G+ "")- y3(3G- "")p+q ,.;; ' 
S 4 S CTu 
(2.1) 
where D"u = (p- pq + q2 )'12 
b) the theory of process with average curvature [lJ 
(2.2) 
c) the simple process theory 
i2= '11"2 [4 -~(1 _E,(s))(l+f31 ) 2 J 
s(l + ;3,) 4 E,(s) II (2 3) 
. ( 2)1/2 E,(s')s• 
w1th 11 = 1- ;3, + ;31 , then p. = , q. = j3,p •. 11 
A numerical comparison is established on the square plate made ofsteel3oXrCA and sqbjected 




p(t) =Pot+ p,t, q(t) = qot2 , Po?: C!, t?: 0 
with Po = 4260kG/cm2 , P1 = !OkGjcm2 , qo = 200kGjcmg, C!, "' 4000kG/cm2 , 3G 2"6 · 
!06 kG/cm2 ; t = 0, s0 = 1.75 · w- 3 
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The ratio a/h varies {rom zz~to 43. All calculations in solving problem on PC are fulfilled 
by Dao Thi Bich Hanh. Obtained results are presented on the tables: table 1 - critical loading 
parameter, critical loads calculated by the elasto plastic process theory (in solving equations {1.1) 
and {2.1)), table 2- mentioned values by the theory of process with average curvature ((1.1) and 
(2.2)) and table 3- by the simple process theory (2.3). 
Table 1 
a/h s.103 t. P• q. . 
"" 
22 3.52 2.871 4288 1648 3747 
25 3.136 2.563 4285 1313 3803 
28 2.8 2.291 4282 1049 3866 
31 2.53 2.038 4280 831 3931 
34 2.309 1.781 4277 634 3998 
37 2.108 1.479 4274 437 4073 
40 1.94 1.157 4271 267 4144 
43 1.82 0,754 4267 113 4211 
Table. 2 
ajh s.103 t. p. q. (5. u 
22 3.54 2.890 4288 1670 3744 
25 3.16 2.584 4285 1335 3798 
28 2.838 2.320 4283 1076 3859 
31 2.57 2.082 4280 867 3920 
34 2.35 1.844 4278 680 3982 
37 2.17 1.584 4275 501 4048 
40 2.07 1.294 4272 335 4115 
43 1.88 0.985 4269 194 4176 
Table 9 
ajh s.103 P• q. • 
"" 
22 3.449 5602 2152 4895 
25 3.116 5428 1663 4817 
28 2.827 5260 1288 4750 
31 2.583 5081 986 4667 
34 2.382 4906 727 4586 
37 2.222 4741 484 4548 
40 2.062 4607 288 4470 







§3. PLATE SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSION AND SHEAR FORCE 
On this case a 11 = -p1 a22 = 0 1 o-12 = -; 1 a"= (p2 + 3r2 ) 112 • Components of the strain 
velocity tensor are determined by the following equations 
The arc - length of the strain trajectory is evaluated from 
ds ( .2 4 .2 ) 1i2 dt = "u + 3"12 =F(s,p,r) 
Finding the critical loads is suggested on the following relations respectively 
a) the elasto - plastic process theory 
2 "2 [( <7") /3( a")p+2r] i = Z(p + Zr) 3G + --; - 4 3G- --; --;;,:- x 
(3G + ¢') . 4 (3G ¢') a, x[3-~(1- -JJ - ;;+2r )(p+2r)2] 
( G a,) /3( a,)p+ 2r <7~ 3 , + ~ - - 3G - ~ --
s 4 s au 
where a,= (p2 + 3r2 ) 112 
b) the theory of process with average curvature 
c) the simple process theory 
i2= 12"2 [3 -~( 1 _E,(s))(1+2il2) 2 ] 
s(l + ZiJ2) 4 Eo(s) ')~ ' 







A numerical analysis is considered on the square plate made of steel 3oXrCA and subjected 
to complex loading process: 
p(t) =Po+ P1t 
r(t) = r0t2 , p0 2:: a .• , t 2::0 
with p0 = 4260kG/cm2 , p 1 = 10kGjcm2 , r0 = 200kGjcm2 The ratio a/h varies from 22 to 37. 
Dao Thi Bich Hanh has fulfilled all calculations in solving problem ou PC. Obtained results are 
shown on the tables: table 4 - critical loading parameter, critical loads calculated by the ela.sto -
plastic process theory (in solving (3.2) and (3.3)); table 5- by the theory of process with average 
curvature ((3.2) and {3.4)); table 6- by the simple process theory (3.5). 
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Table 4 
a/h s.!O' t. p. q. . 
""· 
22 2.6 1.955 4279 764 4479 
25 2.329 1.736 4277 602 4402 
28 2.11 1.462 4274 427 4338 
31 1.96 1.159 4271 268 4296 
34 1.85 0.828 4268 137 4274 
37 1.75 0.18 4261 6 4261 
Table 5 
a/h s.103 t. P• q, o-' u 
22 3.095 2.19 4281 959 4592 
25 2.62 1.97 4279 776 4485 
28 2.33 1.737 4277 604 4403 
31 2.11 1.456 4274 423 4337 
34 1.95 1.144 4271 261 4295 
37 1.839 0.776 4276 120 4272 
Table 6 
a/h s.103 p. q. < 
22 3.379 4667 833 4885 
25 2.834 4615 649 4756 
28 2.522 4568 456 4636 
31 2.297 4521 283 4547 
34 2.085 4472 143 4479 
37 !.944 4407 6 4407 
§4. DISCUSSION 
From the above results we can lead some conclusions 
a) Critical loads of the plate subjected to complex· loading are always smaller than critical one 
when the simple loading happens. The workable possibility of structures with complex loading is 
less than that with simple loading. 
b) The influence of the complex loading process on the critical loads is shown apparent.ly when 
the process happens outside the yield stres:3 surface. In the paper (3] the difference is not obvious, 
because the complex loading proc:ess happ~~us inside the yield surface. 
" 
' 
c) In the stability problem of plate subjected to compression and shear force results obtained 
by theory of proce"'ss with average curvature differ obviously from· that one by elasto plastic process 
theory, since in this case the ~eformation process is more complicated. 
d) In [4, 5] there are experimental data, the comparison can't be established, because the ma-
terials are different. But in the qualitative side this analysis gives an accordance with experimental 
data. 
e) Elasto plastic deformation process plays an important role in the stability of structures, it 
requires to apply the theory of elasto plastic processes in solving the problem. This analysis may 
be highly reliable and may describe the real state of the structures. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Pro-
gram in Natural Sciences. 
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ON DINH DAN DBO CUA BAN 
DUC1l TAC DVNG CUA QUA TRINH D~T TAI PHUC T!).P 
Trang bai toan 5n d!nh ngoai giCri h<tn dan h'oi qui trlnh d~t t<ii ph-6-c t<_tp len v$t th§ c6 lt.nh 
hu-&ng ding k~ de'n gi<i tri t<ii t&i hf}.n. f)~ Hrm sing td hi~u qu<i d6, trong bii niy dii sU· dvng I:Y 
thuye't qua trinh dim d~o, 1y thuye't qua trlnh di} c.ong trung blnh va IY thuyet qua trlnh d~t t<ii 
dan gi.in d~ xet bii toin neu tren, khi <19 ph ti-c t~p ella qu<l trlnh xify ra ngoil.i m~t K!Vi h<}-n chft.y. 
Dii trlnh bay so sinh ke't qui blng s6 va neu len m9t sO' nh~n xet. · 
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